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I*-The PresidentialAddress
WHEREDEMONSTRATIVESMEET
VAGUENESS:POSSIBLELANGUAGES
by Adam Morton
ABSTRACT I present three inventedlanguages, in orderto supporta claim that
vagueness and demonstrativityare related.One of them handles vagueness like
English handles demonstratives,the second handlesdemonstrativeslike English
handles vagueness, and the third combines the resources of the first two. The
argumentdepends on the claim that all threecan be learnedand used by anyone
who can speak English.

Possible natural languages. The philosophy of languagerelies
on examples andintuitionsaboutthe naturallanguagesspoken
by philosophers. Sometimes the conclusions we get to are then
expressed in terms of variousartificiallanguages,which are good
for making some distinctionsexplicit but hopeless as vehicles for
ordinarycommunication.This paperexploresa differentmethod.1
It describes fragments of some possible natural languages,
variations on ordinary English: these are not actual natural
languages because no one speaks them and they have not evolved
through the operations of the language faculty, and they are not
artificial languages because they share the semantic fluidity of
natural languages and their suitability for multi-purpose
communication. In fact, they are better described as 'putatively
possible' naturallanguages, for their role is to fit into arguments
of the form:if this claim aboutlanguageis rightthen the following
ought to be a languagepeople could learnanduse. Then to takethe
1. It also explores a way of publishing.I try to give a generalpictureof my argumentsand
conclusions here, leaving some pointsto be developedat greaterlengthin a versionthatcan
be seen at http://mail.bristol.ac.uk/-plamor at http://cogprints.soton.ac.uklcogprints.html.
Footnotes that say 'see the longer version' allude to this. Perhaps only short readable
versions of all papersshould be publishedin printedform.

*Meeting of the Aristotelian Society, held in Senate House, University of London, on
Monday, 12th October, 1998 at 8.15 p.m.
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argument further we have to decide whether the language as
presentedcould in fact be learnedand used.2
I shall present several claims aboutdemonstratives,vagueness,
and the links between them. And I argue that if these claims are
correct then it should be possible for a naturallanguage to have
certainconstructions,which I describe.ThenI do not in factpresent
any empiricalor apriorireasonsfor thinkingthata languagecould
have these constructions.I throwmyself on the reader'smercy and
pleadthatthese do look like speakablelanguages.(Theconclusions
must even then be pretty tentative. If the languages are not
speakable, though they would be if my claims about
demonstrativesand vagueness were right, then those claims must
be wrong. If they are speakable,then the claims are supported,but
definitely not established.)
The coreclaimis thattherearedeep
Vaguenessand demonstrativity.
similaritiesbetween vague predicatesand demonstrativereferring
terms. The point of the paperis in partto reveal and explore these
similarities,and in partto develop the idea thatputativelypossible
naturallanguages can be useful in this kind of enquiry.(So you
mightconcludethatthe claims werefalse butthe device promising.)
I shall now very briefly explain these claims, in orderto set up the
use I make of two possible languages.
Demonstrativesingular terms such as this and that and vague
predicatessuch as green and big share the very basic featurethat
their meaning does not determinea precise extension without the
interventionof speakerand hearer.In the case of demonstratives
this is near to a defining feature:the speakerhas to demonstrate
whatis referredto.3In the case of vaguepredicatesthe obvious fact
is thatthe extension is underdeterminedby meaning:some objects
will be neither determined to be within nor to be outside the
extension. Speakerandhearercan thendeterminewhetherfor their
2. There are precedentsfor this kind of argument.For example Carnap(1931-2), section
3c of Kripke(1977), and section 3 of Heal (1997). Kuiper(1996) discusses some naturally
occurring special-purposevariationson English. I would be grateful for more examples,
especially ones that free the imagination.
3. I takemy basic line on demonstrativesfromKaplan,particularly(1989). See also Kaplan
(1989 b), Recanati(1993), andZalta (1989).
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purposesthe predicateis to apply or not to apply to some of these
objects, or whetherthey are to be left as indeterminate.4
I believe that this partialdelegation of extension-settingto the
membersof a conversationis an essentialfeatureof vagueness.But
my belief is not obvious. At any ratein both cases the extension of
a word can be refined by speakerand hearer(with the speakeras
the dominantpartner)withinboundsthataregiven to themby their
grasp of the meaning of the word in question.These bounds form
a structurecharacteristicof the kindof word.Withvaguepredicates
the structuretakes the form of a patternof degrees: some degrees
are determinedby the meaning of the predicateto be within or
outsidethe extensionof the predicateon any application,andothers
are left undetermined,subject to the principle that if x has P to
degree 5 andy has P to degreeRtand lu> 6 in the structurethen P is
true of y if it is true of x.5 Withdemonstrativesthe structuretakes
the form of a set of spatialrelationscentredon the speakerand the
directions her attention can take, which I shall refer to as 'ostension

space'. In the paradigmcase a speakersays 'that' and points, and
objectsmoredistantthansome innerthresholdandless distantfrom
some outer threshold become candidate referents of the
demonstrative,subjectto the principlethatif x is off the direction
pointed at angle 0 and y is off it at angle jt and [t > 0 then x is a
candidatereferentif y is. The choice amongcandidatesis thenmade
in termsof relevanceto the conversationandsimilarfactors.6(Both
structurescan be appliedby analogyor transformation.Bigger and
smallercan be found in the size of a person'sreputation,nearerand
fartherin a textas well as in space.Variantostensionspaces arevery
common, a fact that is exploited in languageB, below.)
As a resultof this combinationof boundsand structurethereare
borderlinecases in both.In fact in bothcases therecan be two kinds
of borderlinecases. First, if the speakerand hearerare to be able
4. For a survey of the currentdiscussion on vagueness see the introductionto Keefe and
Smith (1997). For my money the most stimulatingrecent contributionsare Williamson
(1994) and Raffman(1994)
5. See Morton(1997) for moredetailsanda treatmentin this vein of higherordervagueness.
6. This descriptionof demonstrationcould be taken as an elaborationof section IX (ii) of
Kaplan(1989), building in the reservationsof section II of Kaplan(1989b). Comparealso
Radford (1997), p. 503, defining demonstratives as terms which 'indicate a location
relativelynearerto or furtherfromthe speaker.'See SperberandWilson (1986) for ways in
which conversationalrelevance constrains demonstratives.Bach (1992), Reimer (1991),
and Vision (1985) are also relevanthere.
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to affect the extension then the meaning of the word must leave
them freedom to do so, so that there must be cases which are not
determined by the combination of the word's meaning and the
facts. And secondly, there are cases which fall into a gap between
the determinationin contextof the extensionandthe defaultvalues
arising from the meaning of the word. In the case of vague
predicatesthe first kind of borderlineconsists in, for example, all
the shades between blue and green which are determinedby the
meaningof the colour wordsneitherto be blue norto be green.The
second kind of borderlinewill arise when the speakerand hearer
have determinedthat, for example, a shade of turquoisewill for
immediate purposes count as green, but shadesjust a little bluer
than that shade are not determinedeither way. A very meticulous
borderline-settingwill, of course, prevent the second kind of
borderlinefrom occurring,but this is rare.
In the case of demonstrativesthe firstkind of borderlineconsists
in the fundamentalfact that standarddemonstrativesusually need
speaker and hearer to do something to help determine what the
demonstrativerefers to, within limits set by the meaning of the
demonstrative.('Now' may mean today or this century,butnot the
entirehistoryof the universe;'this' will not denotesomethingthree
millennia ago on Alpha Centuri.) And the second kind of
borderlineconsists in the fact thatthis determinationis very often
not precise; for example when someone points at a scene and says
'that is really beautiful' and it is semanticallyindeterminatehow
much of the scene is included.
To catch whatis commonherein a single roughformula:a vague
predicatecan be expressedas 'x is P to betweenthis degreeandthat
one', where the demonstrativepicks out borderlines, while a
demonstrativecan be expressed as 'the object at the focus of the
ostension-space' where 'focus of' is a vague relation.That is the
resemblancethat I claim between demonstrativesand vagueness.
The next three sections of this paperarguethatthis formulacould
motivate the grammarof some possible variationson English. In
these sections two languages,called language A and language B,
and a combination of them called language A+B, are sketched.
LanguageA contains 'time-linkedadjectives',languageB contains
'ostenders', and language A+B combines these with 'time-linked
ostenders'. The idea is very simple: English demonstrativesand
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vague predicateshave the independentbasic featuresattributedto
them in the diagrambelow. If they really areindependentandbasic
featuresthen othercombinationsof them arepossible, as indicated
in the rows1forthe otherlanguages.So the questionto be answered
by experimentaiconstructionis whetherattemptsto combine these
featuresproduceintelligibleidioms. (As with naturallanguages,A,
B, andA+B combinebasic featuresin theirconstructions.Artificial
languages-'logic' in the diagram-try the opposite, to isolate
features, so that operatorslike Kaplan's 'dthat' focus exclusively
on rigidity and the use of variablesbound by quantifiersfocuses
exclusively on anaphora.The last line of the diagramalludesto this
fact, though it is not relevantto the argumentof the paper.)
Rigidity
English
LanguageA
LanguageB

Anaphora

xxx demonstrativesxxx

Degrees

Underdetermination

11111111111
vague predicates1111111111111

?<<<<<<<< time-linked adjectives >>>>>>>>>>
ostenders IIII/II///III
1/1/11111

I/IIIlll//IIII

LanguageA+B:::::::::::::::time-linkedostenders:::::
Logic

dthat

.

quantifiers

In presentingthe threelanguagesI have chosen examples which
bear on pragmaticproblems that arise with the (actual) English
grammar of demonstratives and vague predicates. So before
sketchingthe languagesI shall now very briefly describetwo such
problems.
Problemsabout reporting.Notoriously,when someone says 'that'
the context which supportsthe demonstrativeis often not available
when anotherpersonreportsthe assertion.I say 'thatpersonis my
enemy', pointing to someone in a crowd, and later you have to
choose between saying 'he said thatsomeone in the crowd was his
enemy', 'he pointed to someone and said that that person was his
enemy', 'he said that George was his enemy', and other similar
constructions. Each is a compromise, presenting different
problems.7
7. See Sainsbury(1997), and Cappelenand Lepore (1997).
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We have some special purpose constructions to ease the
difficulty, of which the best known is the use of (s)he studied by
Castaneda.Thus when someone says 'I see my enemy' someone
else can reportit as 'she said that she saw her enemy', with the
presumptionthat the speakerhad used the first person singularto
refer to herself as self. Note that the least unsatisfactoryof the
solutions to the problemswith 'that',representedby 'he pointedto
someone and said that that person was his enemy' uses the
demonstrative in the subordinate clause not as a simple
demonstrativebut to connect anaphoricallywith wLateverit was
that the speakerreferredto ostensively on the earlier occasion. It
is thus analogous to Castaneda's(s)he*.8
Very similar problems arise reporting assertions with vague
predicates. Suppose that you and I are putting buttons in boxes,
according to their colours. We have had some disputes about
buttons in the region between blue and green (everyone does),
which we have resolved so thatwe now understandquite precisely
what is to count as blue and what as green for this purpose.I say
to you 'thereis a green buttonin box no 38'. The next day you are
helping a differentperson to sort more of the buttons.Again you
have blue-greendisputes and againyou resolve them, but do so by
implicitly drawingthe lines in differentplaces than you and I did
the previous day. You want to reportmy assertionto your present
collaborator.What are you to say? 'He said thatthere was a green
button in box no 38' is definitely misleading, suggesting that the
box contains a button that is green by today's rather than
yesterday'sstandards.'Wedecided what was to count as green and
he said that there was a buttonthat we would have taken as green
in box no 38' is at any rate true, though not something likely to
occur in a real conversation.But it says ratherless thanmy original
assertion,as it does not actuallyindicatewhat colour the buttonis.
These problems are clearly very similar to the problems we have
reporting demonstratives, and they are potentially present
whenevera vague predicateis employed.
Intentionsversusmeaning.The referentof a demonstrativeandthe
borderlines of a vague predicate are constrained by semantic
knowledge, speaker and hearer's mutual knowledge, consider8. See Castaneda(1966), Perry(1979), Kapitan(1992), Williams (1991).
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ations of relevance, and the gestures (etc.) of the speaker.
Notoriouslythese arenot enough.The pointingfingeris directedat
thatcow, thatcow's tail, thatfield, thatcolour,the universe;colour
words as used in all but the most scientific contexts still have
extremely fuzzy boundaries.We have a host of systematic and
improviseddevices for lessening the indeterminacy.One recurrent
device is the use of a sortal predicateto lessen the possibilities.
'This cat is white' obviously does not refer to somethingas 'this'
and then assertthatit is both a cat and white; rather,it instructsthe
hearer to use cat-hood as a guide in determiningwhat might be
referredto as 'this'. In the same example 'cat' is used to restrictthe
possibilities for 'white'.9

Problems arise when the informationprovided by the sortal
conflicts with the informationprovided by context. I point to a
spadeand say 'thatis the shovel I want'.I see a guineapig in a cage
and say 'The flowers to the left of the big gerbil are geraniums'.
The problemfor philosophersis the truthvalue of the assertion:is
it a function of the objects or borderlinesthe speakerintendedto
referto or the ones suggestedby a literalinterpretationof the words
used? The problem for practical communication is the
indeterminacy of what has been said: does one respond in
agreementwith (say) the belief the speakermeantone to acquireor
in disagreementwith the propositionthatwas literallyasserted?10
II
First language. the anaphora of borderlines. It is time to start
inventing languages. The first languageconstructsa grammarfor
vague predicatesthattakes over aspects of the way in English that
we referto individualobjects, with demonstratives,pronouns,and
quantifiers."I The second language,in the following section, does
the opposite, constructinga grammarfor demonstrativesthattakes
over aspects of the way in which we constrainthe borderlinesof
vague predicates.And thena thirdlanguagewill combineelements
of both the first two languages.
9. There are a number of links with the relation between sortal nouns and attributive
adjectives in this paper.See the longer version.
10. What I have called the problemfor philosophershere obviously connects with issues
about attributiveversus referentialuses of descriptions, and speaker's versus linguistic
meaning,the classic sources of which are Donnellan(1966) and Kripke(1977).
11. More on syntacticaland semanticalcategoriesin the longer version.
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The novel constructionsof languageA are directedat what one
might call the anaphoraof borderlines,the chain tying the initial
restrictionof a predicate'sextension to lateruses of thatpredicate
with respect to that restriction. To do this, it employs explicit
borderline-settingdevices and also devices for linking the use of a
predicateto a particularset of restrictionson its borderlines.These
devices aregraftedonto standardEnglishsyntax:we addto English
syntax one new feature, which then allows existing grammatical
categories to play extendedroles. Thatfeatureis the insertionof a
time-link after an adjective.There are only two time-links, 'from'
and 'for'. They connect the adjectiveto a descriptionof a time or
event, such as 'now', 'then' 'during the show', 'sorting the
buttons'. The presence of a time-link allows an adverbialphrase,
such as 'just about', 'too', 'centrally',or 'too yellow to be green'
to take a ratherdifferentinterpretationthanit would in English. It
links one occurrenceof such a phraseto the referenceof another
use, just as anaphoriclinks between pronounsand demonstratives
tie the referenceof one noun phraseto that of an earlierone. The
grammaris best given by examples.
Startingwith the adjective 'green', the following are complex
adjectivalphrasesof languageA: 'just aboutgreen for now', 'too
blue for green fromduringthe show', 'maximallyyellow for green
from sorting the buttons', 'centrally green for looking at the
landscape', 'bluerthancentrallygreenfromthe chart', 'greenfrom
buying the curtains', 'as blue as can be greenfor paintingthe wall'.
Each of these links 'green' to an occasion on which it has been
employed, possibly via some qualificationof the borderlinesit then
had.
This may not sound very radical.But the interpretationof these
new constructionsand the uses these interpretationsallow make a
considerabledeparturefrom English.Times andevents areused to
label borderlinesof predicates.The constraintson the borderlines
of a predicate as used on a particularoccasion, which allow an
object to fall underthe predicate,can be labelled with referenceto
that occasion, by using 'for'. And this occasion and its associated
constraintscan be alludedto on a lateroccasion, by using 'from'.
This too is best explained by examples. Here are some sentences
of A and their truth conditions expressed in not very natural
English.

WHEREDEMONSTRATIVESMEET VAGUENESS
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(1) That pen is just about green for now.
(2) All of the samples we saw at first were too blue for green
from duringthe show.
(3) Some of the birds are maximally yellow for green from
sorting the buttons, but centrally green for looking at the
landscape.
(4) The paint in tube 47 is bluerthancentrallygreen.
(5) This cushion is green for buying the curtainsyesterday.
(1) is true iff the pen in question is on or slightly within the
borderlinefor green which is being set as the sentence is uttered.
(1) may specify the constrainton the borderline,as much as it
reportsit, so its utterancemay be a factorin its being true.(But this
need not be so. (1) may be uttered;an interlocutormay deny it, and
the borderlinemay not then be set where (1) suggests.) (2) is true
iff all of the samples in question were more blue than any object
that qualified as green in the episode that has been labelled 'the
show'. That episode may be before or after the time at which the
samples were seen. (3) is true if there are birds that are at or just
below the borderlinefor green which was set when sorting the
buttonsin question and which are distantfrom any borderlinesfor
green which were set when looking at the landscape.
(4) is ambiguous. The context could make clear whether it
shouldbe interpretedas 'Thepaintin tube47 is bluerthancentrally
green for now' or as 'The paint in tube 47 is bluer than centrally
green from o' for some contextuallyevident occasion phraseo. In
the first case a bid for specifying borderlinesis being made and in
the second borderlines from a previous specification are being
broughtforward.(5) takes borderlineswhich were constrainedin
a conversationthe day before and addsa constraintto them.Before
(5) is uttered 'this cushion is green from buying the curtains
yesterday' may not be true, and after (5) has been asserted and
accepted by the hearer it may be true. So borderlines may be
constrainedlong after their initial labelling.
The syntax of language A allows its speakers linguistic and
practical projects that would not be considered by speakers of
English. For example they can employ multiple simultaneoussets
of borderlinesfor the same predicate,as in (3). All thatis required
to do this is for there to be unconfused uses of the predicate on
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occasions which the speakerson a lateroccasion understandto be
distinct.Then the speakerscan speakin the same breathof what is
green from buying the curtainsyesterdayand what is green from
looking at the landscapejust now. These could be used to keep two
different strands of conversation distinct (helping the conversational polyphony that is a beautiful but confusing feature of
everyday life). Or they could be used in combination,to make a
finer grid for presentpurposes.
The structureof languageA can also be used in reportingvague
assertions. Suppose that one person says 'buttonnumberthree is
almost too yellow to be green for now.' Then what she says can be
reportedwith 'she said that buttonnumberthree was almost too
green for then.' Suppose she says 'button number eight is too
yellow to be green from when we began to sort them.' Then the
reportcan be 'she said thatbuttonnumbereight was too yellow to
be green from when they began to sort them.' A very literal
reportingidiom allows us to be explicit about the contexts with
respect to which the boundaries of vague predicates should be
understood.
Sometimes the relevantboundariesfor a predicateas used in one
context might be described in anothercontext by referringnot to
the originalboundarysettingbutanotherwith the same effect. Thus
when someone says 'buttonnumbereight is too yellow to be green
from when we beganto sortthem' anothercan reporther assertion
with 'she said thatbuttonnumbereight was too yellow to be green
from our discussion just now about boxes.' This will faithfully
reportwhat she said if 'our discussionjust now about boxes' and
'when we began to sort them' connect with contexts which put the
same restrictions on the extension of 'green'. As long as the
occasion referredto in the reportclearly could not be the one that
the reportedspeech referredto this will cause no confusion. (Just
as one person can say of another 'she told me last week that that
man sitting at the cornertable is a rock star.')But a more explicit
idiom is easily constructed.The reportercould insteadsay 'she said
that button numbereight was too yellow to be green from what
happenedto coincide with our discussion just now about boxes'.
(Justas a reportcan take fewer chances by saying 'she told me last
week about that man who happensto be sitting now at the corner
table that he is a rock star.')

WHEREDEMONSTRATIVESMEETVAGUENESS
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Is this a languagethatcould actuallybe learnedand spoken?In
the course of the past severalparagraphsyou have to some extent
learned it. To see how smoothly it could be used in everyday life
consider the following dialogue between two speakersof A.
Violetta So you're my new assistant. We were sorting these
samples by colour. We're not really interestedin the green ones,
Bruno was gatheringthem all in this box. Look, he said this was
greenfromthen,see how yellow it is. And this one whichyou might
think of as blue, almost. That was green from Bruno'ssortingtoo.
So don't waste time now, thejob's only half begun.
Rufus Ok, I'll do what I can. While I'm at it why don't I get the
boxes organisedtoo. It would makesense if theircolours suggested
theircontents.So I'll put the red samples in red boxes, perhapsone
like this would be perfect, centrallyred for box-sorting.Same for
all colours; we need central shades for this job. That way the
customerswill have no doubt what's inside. OK?
Violetta Just do what you're told. But I suppose thatmakes sense.
You'll have a problemwith the green ones though.There's such a
range of them.
Rufus I can treatthem the same way. This box, for example: it's
not too yellow to be green from Bruno's gathering,but it is much
too yellow to be green for our box-sorting.And this sample here,
though it is green for gatheringit is not much less blue than this
blue for box labelling one. That will be a much bettersystem than
just writingthe colors on the boxes, as I thinkyou were going to do.
Violetta You'refired.

It took only a little concentrationto follow this dialogue, even
though you have a very short acquaintancewith languageA. You
were helped by the.fact that much of the vocabularywas familiar.
If a language like A evolved slowly from English in the usage of a
community it would no doubtdevelop specialised vocabularyand
syntax for describingthe kinds of events with which constraintson
borderlinesare associated, and for the more explicit constraining
of borderlinesthatis possible using the language'sresources.The
result would be a language in which vagueness still permeatedall
discourse, but in which it was indexed and cross-referencedin
much the way that demonstrativesand other singular terms are
indexed and cross referencedin a languagelike English.
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III
LanguageB:focusable ostension. While languageA treatedvague
predicates in ways that standardEnglish treats demonstratives
language B treats demonstratives,in ways that standardEnglish
treats vague predicates.That is, it provides a numberof standard
default configurationsof borderlinesfor ostension, aroundwhich
speakers can negotiate particular variations on particular
occasions. In addition, it makes available for demonstrativesa
procedureanalogous to the way we can retreatfrom a vague oneplace form of a predicateto a less vague comparative,for example
from the vague 'happy' to the ratherless vague 'happierthan'.
Language B has a syntacticalcategory of ostenders. Ostenders
form noun phrases, whose syntax should be clear from the
examples below. Noun phrases formed with an ostender can
combine with quantifierwordsor the definite articleto makemore
complex noun phrases.Ostendersare not like any familiarEnglish
category,so they are best explainedby giving truthconditions for
sentences involving them. Begin first with the least alien-feeling
of them, prox.
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(1 1)

Some prox sheep is female.
Necessarily some prox sheep is female.
You see prox sheep.... All prox are black.
You see prox sheep.... The prox is black.
The not very prox sheep is black.
Prox is dangerous.

(6) is true iff there is one among the sheep which speakerand
hearercan see are quite nearand not too far away within a conical
volume centring on the position of the speaker and hearer, and
which is female. (Which cone, in which direction,and how near?
Thathas to be determinedin context,as with all demonstratives.12)
'Prox' is thus to a very first approximationa mixtureof 'this' and
'there': a quick fix on (6) is 'Some sheep there is female', and on
(11) is 'That/those is/are dangerous'. 'Prox' has an essentially
12. More abouthow intention,gesture,and the sense of the demonstrativeworktogetherin
the longer version.
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demonstrativeelement, as is broughtout by (7), which is trueiff it
is necessary that some member of the set of creaturespicked out
by 'prox' is female. (7) could be true though 'necessarily some
nearbysheep is female' is false, for familiarKaplanesquereasons:
if the set of sheep actually picked out by 'prox' includes an ewe
then that set of sheep includes one thatcould not have been other
thanfemale. In (8) the second sentence 'All prox are black' is true
iff all the creaturespicked out by the first sentence are black. Note
that by the time the second sentence is uttered those particular
creaturesmay not be nearby,anotherreason not to misconstrue
'prox' as 'nearby'. Similarly (9) is true iff there is just one such
creatureand it is black.
(10) is trueiff thereis a uniquesheep which is at the outeredge
of what speakerand hearerwould count as being caught by prox.
In (11) the vagueness of 'prox' is even less resolved than in the
previoussentences.Some class of objectswhich bearsome relation
of sufficientnearnesscentringon speakerandheareris referredto,
and the sentence is true iff thatclass is dangerous.The truthvalue
of ( 11) will often be problematic,just as the truthvalueof 'it is big'
said of a baby elephant is. (11) can be straightforwardlytrue,
though, for example when speakerand hearerhave come upon a
flock of sheep, which the speakerknows to be wild and likely to
trampleunwaryhikers.
'Prox' is only one among many possible ostenders. A rather
similarostenderis 'inter',which picks out objectsbetween speaker
andhearerandnot too close to either.A pairof ostendersthatwould
be hardto duplicatein English are 'evid' which picks out objects
which speakerandhearermightexpect each otherto thinkrelevant
to the conversation,and 'unevid' which deliberatelyexcludes such
objects.13 'Unevid' is most useful in qualified form, as in
'somewhat unevid' or 'really prettyunevid'. B speakersalso use
the relationalostender 'unevid to x'. Some more truthconditions
are now needed:
13. Some languageshave moreandmorefinely differentiateddemonstrativesthanEnglish,
and in some the line between demonstrativesand otherpartsof speech is much less clear.
Latin is an example. See Kuhlerand Stegmann(1914).
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(12) The inter mosquito is harmless.
(13) All very evid philosophersthoughtit was a terribleargument.
Of course there is also Parmenides.Evid philosophersdon't
take him seriously.
(14) The slightly unevid colour would look surprisingly good
here.
(15) Unevid to the manholdingthe baseballbatis going to clobber
him.
(12) is trueiff thereis a particularmosquitobetweenthe speakers
which the speakeris aware of and intends the hearerto be aware
of, and which is harmless.The firstsentenceof (13) is trueiff there
is a class of philosophers which in the conversationalcontext
speaker and hearerexpect to spring easily to each other's minds,
and all of them thoughtthe argumentin question was terrible.By
the time the thirdsentence is utteredParmenideshas been brought
to mind. But the thirdsentence is trueiff all the philosopherswho
might originally have sprungto mind-most likely not including
Parmenides-don't take Parmenidesseriously. (14) is true iff by
thinkingof a colour that she would not at first have thoughtof the
hearercan come up with the one that the speakerintendedher to,
and it would look surprisinglygood there.(15) is trueiff the class
of things that speakerand hearerboth know that the man holding
the baseballbat is unlikely to thinkof includes one or more things
that will soon clobber him.
Ostenders can perform any referential function that English
demonstratives can perform.'4 They can accomplish quite
routinely referentialtasks that would be daring and uncertainin
English. Consider(15) for example:to get a 'this' to focus on what
speakerand hearermightexpect a thirdpersonnot to expect would
take infinitely careful stage-setting. Ostenders also allow less
focused referencethanEnglishdemonstrativesdo. Not only can an
ostenderleave the singular/pluraldistinctionunspecified,in effect
being ambiguousbetween 'this' and 'these',15but it can leave the
boundariesof the focal region in its characteristicostension space
14. You might worry that ostenders are not really demonstrativesbut rigidified vague
predicates.See the longer version.
15. 'Prox' and other ostenderswould thus be at home in a language such as Mandarinin
which the singular/pluraldistinctionis optional,and usually unmarked.
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undetermined.Thus in (11) it is left undeterminedhow far away
from speaker and hearer the danger is. As the conversation
proceeds the focal region may become constrictedor expandedor
shaped to some special purpose,just as an initial use of a vague
predicatesuch as 'green' can be restrictedat firstonly by its default
limits and central cases but then become constrained by the
decisions and conversationalpurposesof speakerand hearer.
One further opportunity opened up by ostenders should be
described.Thatis the opportunityfor comparativeostension. If we
can say 'prox sheep' and pick out objects in a vague region of an
ostension space, we can say 'moreprox ', and 'most prox' andpick
out objects in a more precise relationin that space. Similarly for
other ostenders.For example:
(16) More prox sheep is motherto the less prox one.
(17) Some more inter sheep are mating.
(18) Most unevid sheep to the man in the blue hat is preparingto
butthim.
(16) is true iff there are two sheep such that one is evidently
nearerthe focus of the ostension space thanthe otherandthe nearer
one is mother to the less near one. (17) is true iff there are sheep
which are evidently not at the same distancebetween speakerand
hearer and which are mating. (The comments on (6), (7), (8),
showing why they are demonstrativeratherthan quantificational
constructionsapply to (16) and (17) too.) (18) is trueiff the sheep
that is clearly (to speakerand hearer)least likely to be thoughtof
by the man in the blue hat is preparingto butthim.

IV
CombiningA & B:freezing constraints.Both languagesconsist of
English plus some add-ons.The addedvocabulariesdo not overlap
and the proceduresfor managingthem do not interfere,so there is
no obstacle to a languageA+B which containsthe featuresof both
languages.But in fact if we have languageA's time-links 'for' and
'from' andlanguageB's ostendersthenit would be naturalto apply
the time links to the ostenders.We could tune a 'this' in the manner
of language B and then preserve the tuning in the manner of
language A. We would then have sentences like these:
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(19) The prox from when we were looking at swallows animalis
dangerous.
(20) The sheep on the left is too far away to be prox for now. All
prox fromjust now sheep are female.
(19) is true iff there is a dangerousanimalwhich is at the focus
of an ostension space similarto the one which speakerand hearer
were using when they were pointing out swallows earlier.In (20)
the first sentence tunes prox so that its ostension space does not
extend as far as the sheep on the left. Then the second sentence is
true iff all the sheep picked out by prox thus tuned are female.
Combiningidioms fromthe two languageswe cannow construct
conversationswhich are extremely hard to reproducein English
without either extreme cumbrousnessor semantic ascent. We can
also now produce conversations which take a lot of effort to
understandimmediately after absorbingthe explanations of the
new constructions.Thatis not surprising;you would not expect to
masterdevices that allow one to express new and subtle thoughts
withoutat least a little practice.Whatseems evidentis thatthey are
constructionsand uses that could be masteredwith a reasonable
amount of effort, much less effort in fact than it takes to pick up
the syntax of a really alien language.And to thatextentit is not too
hard to learn a language in which demonstratives and vague
predicates have converged, in which the boundaries of
demonstrativescan be tuned and negotiatedand in which there is
a cross-referencebetween initial and subsequentuses of a vague
predicate. 16

Learning to communicate easily and naturally in the ways
facilitated by languages A and B would not be a trivial
achievement:in learningto do it one would be learningto handle
vagueness and demonstrativesin fundamentallysimilarways. The
ease with which speakersof languages like English can begin to
learn such ways of thinking,as suggestedby your comprehension
of earlier sections of this paper, suggests that the links between
vagueness and demonstrativity are implicitly present even in
English. This is only a suggestion, as it is possible that
comprehensionof A andB has an entirelydifferentbasis to thatof
16. What uses might such a language have, besides illustratingpoints in the philosophyof
language?Psychology, pedagogy, poetry:see the longer version.
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English. Still, we now have good reasonsto believe thatvagueness
anddemonstrativitycan be treatedwith closely relateddevices, and
this gives us reasons to suspect that in languages like English the
devices that manage them may be closely related.Does this show
thatvaguenessanddemonstrativityaredeeply relatedphenomena?
Not with certainty. But it makes that conclusion much more
plausible.
Dept of Philosophy
Universityof Bristol
9 WoodlandRoad
Bristol BS8 I TB
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